
 

 

The Road Home February 11, 2018 
Series, “Seed to Sequoia” Pastor Matt Whiteford 
Ruth 4 
 
I. Introduction 
 A.  Moving to CA 
  1.  Traverse and the camper 
  2.  Ft. Wayne, IN - Ok. City, OK = 13 hours 
  3.  Snowstorm/ice storm = 22 hours 
*Not the trip I planned on but I eventually got here. 

B.  The life surrendered to Jesus is not a straight line to perfection and 
satisfaction but it always gets there eventually. 

  1.   Tule fog; rock slides; animal crossings; windy conditions; hail, rain, snow; 
winding roads and hairpin turns; and collisions with other drivers 

2.   The book of Ruth was written to remind you that while on this road, you 
must never lose hope because God is plotting for your ultimate joy. 

II. Ruth 4 
 A.  Verses 1-12 
  1.  City gate: local law court and gathering place 
  2.  Boaz proposal  
   a.   Property 
    1)  Elimelech owned some land. 
    2)  Would be given/inherited by his son–Naomi would not likely have 

the right of inheritance; possibly selling on behalf of her sons 
   b.  Heir 
    1)  The man who bought the land was responsible to attempt to 

produce an heir for the dead man (a son). 
    2)  If a son were born, the property would revert back to him. 
  3.  The witnesses–legally binding, like the judgment in a court 
  4.  The blessings 
   a.   Many sons–God’s blessing 
   b.   Judah and Tamar (Genesis 38) 
    1)  Similar marriage custom 
    2)  Tamar’s rights had been denied, but Boaz honored Ruth (Perez, the 

son of Judah and Tamar was Boaz’ direct ancestor as we will see at 
the end of Ruth) 

 B.  Verses 13-17a 
  1.  Ruth conceived a son. 
   a.   Barren for 10 years 



 

 

   b.   God kept Ruth from having a child for reasons only known to Him. 
   c.   Ruth never knew the whole picture while she lived here on Earth. 
  2.  Focus shifts to Naomi 
   a.   Central figure at the beginning and now the central figure at the end 
   b.  The emptiness of bereavement into a fullness of joy; a woman who 

moves from bitterness to joy. 
*The life of Naomi was not a straight line to perfection and satisfaction but she did 
arrive there eventually. 
III. The rest of the story (Verses 17b-22) 
 A.  God’s big picture focus 
  1.   God’s intention was not limited to blessing a couple of Jews and a 

Moabitess in Bethlehem. 
  2.   God was preparing for the coming of the greatest human king of Israel - 

David (through Ruth and Boaz). 
  3.   And, more importantly, with David comes the hope of the Messiah, a new 

age of peace, righteousness, and freedom from pain, crying, grief, and guilt. 
*The story that begins with a seed of hope turns into a forest of sequoias! 
 B. Going home 
  1.  God wants to connect us to something greater than ourselves. 
   a.   When we follow Jesus, our lives mean far more than we think     

they do. 
   b.  Ordinary events of life connect to the extraordinary work of God in 

history. 
   c.   Everything we do in surrender and obedience, no matter how small, 

is significant. 
*Making life plans and losing those life plans, serving a widowed mother-in-law, 
gleaning in a field, falling in love, having a baby or not having a baby - for the Jesus 
follower these things are all connected to eternity! 
  2.   Finding your place - bookmark 
   a.   Where are you today? (Hopeful/hopeless; full/empty; somewhere       

in between) 
   b.  Will you accept, even if you don’t see it, that God sees you, He is for 

you, and He is plotting for your joy? 
   c.   Make a list of what you have to trust God with and give Him 

permission to do what is best.  (Divine surrender/strategic righteousness) 
 
Reflect as we worship ... 


